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Welcome – Policy Challenges

Professor Karen Turner

Director of the Centre for Energy Policy

Policy Challenges for a Low Carbon Roadmap - Welcome
Professor Karen Turner, Director of the Centre for Energy Policy
A New Roadmap for Delivering Low Carbon Energy Targets - SHFCA-CEP Workshop

Friday 22nd January 2016

Our central aim: to inform, challenge, analyse and impact energy 

policy in Scotland and elsewhere

Multi-disciplinary research, knowledge exchange and education

CEP web-site: 
http://www.strath.ac.uk/ippi/aboutus/centreforenergypolicy/

Contact: karen.turner@strath.ac.uk; cep-ippi@strath.ac.uk

IPPI policy papers: http://www.strath.ac.uk/ippi/ourpolicypapers/

Introduction to CEP

EPSRC project on ‘Energy Saving Innovations and Economy-Wide 

Rebound effects’ 

Working with the EUED CIED centre at Sussex and Fraser of Allander 
Insitute

http://cied.ac.uk/research/impacts/energysavinginnovations

Policy brief: carbon impacts of alternative reallocations of UK 

household spending following an increase in energy efficiency

Measured using a Carbon Saving Multiplier (CSM)

Hot off the press (almost)

Importance of considering economy-wide impacts and 

macroeconomic implications of any change in energy policy, supply 
and demand behaviour

Also how different sectors and markets interact

‘Law’ of unanticipated consequences

Current work on energy efficiency and rebound effects

Policy scenario analysis

Erosion of energy savings relative to potential engineering savings

A consequence of reduced cost of delivering energy services

And economic expansion – economy-wide rebound (all energy use)

A necessary ‘evil’?

Can we reduce rebound without sacrificing macroeconomic 

benefits?

What if we increase energy efficiency in something that is a 
competitor for a relatively energy-intensive activity?

Rebound
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Increase energy efficiency in public transport

If leads to an increase in competitiveness relative to private transport

And people respond by substituting from private to public transport in 

delivering their transport needs

Economy-wide rebound is reduced – particularly in refined fuel use -
without sacrificing any macroeconomic benefits

Role of energy efficiency policy in delivering the types of change in 

composition of economic activity required to move towards a low 

carbon economy

Public vs. private 
transport

TECHNOLOGY – making public transport more energy efficient and 

widely available

BUSINESS/MARKETS – ensuring efficiency improvements translate 
through prices to increased competitiveness

USER BEHAVIOUR – getting people to respond to changes in relative 

prices

Our next challenge: will same lessons apply to other cases, e.g. 

electrification of heat and transport?

A multi-disciplinary 
challenge

Investment, infrastructure and – perhaps centrally - attitude change

(policy, industry and public) required for 

TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGES

In how energy services are delivered and used

Today – links between energy policy and transport policy 

Potential role of hydrogen fuel cell technology

Has the makings of a real thriller

A societal challenge

Thanks for Listening

Karen Turner, Centre for Energy Policy


